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Hello- 

See below, comments, prompts, questions regarding contemporary social 

media for the arts. 

Please respond to one or more with short (less than 50 words) argument-

based responses or speculative additional questions. Be specific and site 

references. 

1) In Martin Buber’s 1923 essay, ’Ich und Du’ (I and Thou), he portrays 

the holiness of a dialogic, deeply respectful relationship. How might 

social media facilitate artists being dialogical beyond likes and 

comments? 

2) Lygometry is the measurement of what we know that we do not know. 

What is it we don’t know about social media that artists might begin to 

probe? 

3) Someone’s dystopia may be another’s utopia. Describe a dystopic 

feature of social media and speculate on how it might be bent in the 

direction of the utopic. 

4) Regarding social media and art: 

The first generation (70’s-2000’s) is full of righteous fervor. 

The second (2010-present) are administrators 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/328273127938198/permalink/549479659150876/


The third (2016-present) asks, ‘What are we doing?” 

The fourth (your generation into the next few decades) asks/does what? 

5) The majority of images now created are made by machines for other 

machines and are not really images (paraphrasing Benjamin Bratton in 

‘The Stack’). For example, security systems that employ algorithms that 

trigger automated responses without human intervention. Can social 

media art be social without the direct intervention of humans? 

 

Judy Malloy Hi Tom.  

 

Welcome to the 2019 Issues for Social Media in the Arts panel. Looks 

like we are starting early, but this is an informal panel, so let's go! To 

begin with: here is Tom's bio.  

 

 

 

Tom Klinkowstein was already communicating with email, when he 

began creating Telecommunications Performance via Facsimile, a 1981 

networked performance with Robert Adrian that linked the Mazzo Club 

in Amsterdam and the Blitz Bar in Vienna. Klinkowstein's telematic 

projects have also included Levittown at the 't Hoogt Cultural Center in 

Utrecht; the Fast-Food installation, Breda, 1983; and More Service for 

More People, San Francisco State University and Ars Electronica, 1982. 

He is currently President of Media A, a design and consulting group, as 

well as a Full Professor with tenure at Hofstra University on Long 

Island, NY, and an Adjunct Professor with part-time tenure at Pratt 

Institute in New York City. Tom Klinkowstein's work has been shown in 

art centers, museums and galleries throughout the world, including the 

Centre Pompidou in Paris and the Venice Biennale in Venice, Italy. His 

work for TapIt – a free water bottle refilling network in New York City 

https://www.facebook.com/judy.malloy.79


and Washington, won a Communicator award in the Green-Eco 

category. Visit his bio for the panel at 

http://www.narrabase.net/socmedianar2019.html#tomk --to find out 

more. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

3) The biggest issue and example of oppression on social media is 

censorship under the guise of stricter “community guidelines” across 

many platforms. I have read about it on facebook (the stiffling of 

progressive political activism i.e.) however for me personally what I’ve 

run into in my practice and daily life is the furthering of objectification 

and rape culture through censorship and control of the image of women 

and our bodies. One absurd example of this is I have come across 

classical nude paintings on tumblr being flagged and taken down as 

“adult content”. More dangerously however is instagram. Many body 

positive accounts have had posts taken down or accounts deleted 

completely. Many of my friends and community of people I follow 

effected are either artists or sex workers (who DO adhear to these 

guidelines it should be noted but are unfairly targeted because of the 

blurred lines of what “sexually suggestive” is). Body positivity and sex 

positivity is being cracked down on severely while accounts with bigger, 

actually dangerous issues like white supremacists often get overlooked 

http://www.narrabase.net/socmedianar2019.html?fbclid=IwAR0CcyZTDq9X8xJUnEudayCqPtP3nwePLlVSjK5RYVUTBFHwmNpZVFjwh1c#tomk


as “free speech”. This is both psychologically manipulative and implies 

that women’s bodily autonomy is wrong, as well as puts a lot of artists 

and swers who use social media to advertise out of work. 

 
Tom Klinkowstein Hello Ruby- Well put. There is a real need to, 'tell 

more complex and accurate stories' (paraphrasing Rebecca Solnit) -- 

including the one you are starting to tell. Social Media is built at the guts 

level to facilitate these more complex and accurate stories and that is the 

work of artists. It takes multiple generations for these (still newish) 

channels to reveal what they are. Initiatives that come from the verve I 

hear in your words will let a 1000 such stories bloom. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/tom.klinkowstein


 

 



 
 

Olivia Johnson Hi Tom! I am very interested in topic 3 and its relevance 

to the current debacle of Instagram taking away likes. This past week 

Instagram CEO Adam Mosseri announced the app will test hiding likes 

from users. This has caused a mixed reaction from all users on the 

platform. Many people feel this push is necessary as a way to 

decommodify Instagram and focus on sharing and connecting over 

popularity and points. This new system promotes quality over quantity. 

Since the boom of Instagram, many have criticized its “like” system for 

contributing to poor mental health among users, primarily young teens. 

With hiding likes, this may draw users back who have left the app due to 

pressures of approval and encourage them to start sharing using the 

platform. Under the like system, you could categorize the quantitative 

approval as a dystopic feature of Instagram for some users. However, the 

burgeoning group of Instagram influencers would view the like system to 

be a utopian feature. Many influencers and celebrities are angered over the 

decision, as it could affect their business. Likes for them mean leverage 

for brand partnerships, sponsored content, and other lucrative ways to 

make a living off the app. This article features various tweets from 

https://www.facebook.com/fabulivia


celebrities and their overall disapproval of the decision 

https://www.businessinsider.com/instagram-tests-taking.... Personally, I 

think Instagram should let this decision to hide likes be up to the users. 

Instagram can be a dark place, but even without the likes there is a 

multitude of ways it can be harmful. I have always believed that social 

media is an inherently good place, where people can come together and 

connect in a way that is unprecedented and revolutionary. As long as you 

curate your feed to things you enjoy and want to see, there really should 

be no negativity. If someone already has low self esteem, following 

picture perfect models may not be the healthiest decision, and it is not the 

models fault for causing followers to feel bad about themselves. The likes 

on Instagram can be a great tool for people to create successful and 

innovative business ventures for themselves, and a way to keep users 

engaged with sharing. However, likes can be utopian and dystopian 

depending on the user. 

 

 

Tom Klinkowstein "...I have always believed that social media is an 

inherently good place." "As long as you curate your feed..." Olivia--what 

wonderful verve in your writing. And yes, social media is neither utopian 

nor dystopian, but as complex as much of what humans have always 

done. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.businessinsider.com/instagram-tests-taking-away-likes-celebrities-influencers-reactions-kim-kardashian-2019-11?fbclid=IwAR1Y3AcQFF9GuRcOt6whnoMYTbujcYsS83H45xGqosPwl_2BrBxqU4G6AF4
https://www.facebook.com/tom.klinkowstein


 

 

 


